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Control and centrally manage server 
restarts using five different restart 
methods, with zero impact to end 
users.

No matter what size farm, what 
version of Citrix® XenApp, 
XenDesktop, Microsoft RDS, sessions 
or VDIs, physical or virtual 
machines, on-premises or in the 
cloud, Rolling Restart will restart 
computers with no user impact. full 
reporting using fail-safe methods. 
No more babysitting servers for a 
change.

Three editions for small, medium, 
and enterprise farms.

Rolling Restart is the de facto 
standard, the result of over twenty 
years of user feedback running in 
datacenters across the world. 
Servers are your users' and 
company's lifeblood - you can't 
afford to trust your business with a 
restart script.

ROLLING RESTART
MANAGED RESTARTS FOR SERVER FARMS
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WM Software has solved IT issues for thousands of
customers worldwide in just about every possible
industry, and it’s created many invaluable
partnerships with value-added resellers, consultants,
and systems integrators.

WM Software has formed critical industry alliances
as a Citrix Ready Partner, Certified Microsoft
Partner, VMware Technology Alliance Partner, and
Intel Premier Partner to ensure not only the benefits
of today’s technology in our software, but the
compatibility for our software in the future.

In its 25 years in business, WM Software has
experienced rapid growth, yet still maintains the
privately owned and operated atmosphere of a
company that is quick to meet customer needs.

relevos
Ensures Users run without delays
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Even with powerful CPUs, when users 
scroll pages or PDF documents, the 
CPU works overtime, crowding out 
other users' fluid experiences. To avoid 
this and increase user server capacity, 
Relevos throttles the CPU of user pro-
cesses.

Our own patented CPU Throttling al-
gorithm is unique in the industry.

No "fake-throttling" by using Affinity or 
Priority...Relevos is TRUE CPU Throt-
tling. Relevos monitors processes and 
automatically throttles unruly ones.

Dynamic CPU Throttling, CPU Affinity, 
and CPU Priority gives admins fine 
control over processes, ensuring top 
performance and the best user experi-
ences.

Over 15 years with constant develop-
ment, in use worldwide. Keep your us-
ers humming along today!

Safe autologon,
Safe autologon password
server (salps)
256-bit aes automatic logons

Control usernames and passwords for the 
Safe AutoLogon client from one location. 
Synchronize passwords with Active Direc-
tory. Passwords can be automatically 
changed on a regular basis to remain 
HIPAA compliant.

Say goodbye to the age old practice of 
storing clear texts in the Registry for auto-
matic logons. And also wave sayonara to 
programs that claim to store store "safely" 
in the Windows LSA. These are well 
known and easily cracked.

Use Safe AutoLogon on hospital comput-
ers running Epic®, kiosks, vehicles, ware-
house equipment, desktops, servers, and 
so on. Any Windows computer you want 
to automatically logon.

SALPS is the management solution for our 
Safe AutoLogon software. SALPS stores 
encrypted passwords for domain users, 
and gives the password for Safe AutoLo-
gon clients.

www.wmsoftware.com/safeautologon
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